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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report presents the findings of an initial planning study for the Broad Beach 
Restoration Project.  Broad Beach has been suffering from shoreline erosion over the 
past 30 plus years, resulting in an almost complete loss of quality public access and 
threat to private property.  These challenges are symptomatic of many of southern 
California’s beaches.  The Trancas Property Owner’s Association (TPOA ), representing 
most of the property owners along the Broad Beach shoreline, have elected to take 
action. 

The ultimate objective of this restoration project is to design, permit, and implement a 
shoreline restoration program that balances erosion control, property protection, 
improved recreation and public access opportunities, aesthetics, and environmental 
stewardship.  The focus of this initial planning study is to determine the basic physical 
parameters for the site and to develop a clear basis of design that will help direct the 
project development and entitlement effort.  Project alternatives are developed at a 
concept-level to estimate costs and benefits, and to provide a basis for the project 
entitlement and environmental review process. 

The Broad Beach shoreline is retreating because of a negative sand balance due either 
to a reduction in sand supply entering around Lechuza Point, or a change in the 
alongshore component of wave energy that increases the amount of sand leaving the 
beach near the vicinity of Trancas Creek.  Between 1974 and 2009, approximately 
600,000 cubic yards (cy) of sand was lost at Broad Beach, a majority of which has 
moved east to nourish Zuma Beach.  On average, the shoreline moved inland 65 feet. 
The greatest beach recession occurred close to Lechuza Point and tapered off toward 
Trancas Creek.  Once the sand budget turned negative in 1974, the Broad Beach loss 
rate has accelerated to approximately 35,000 cubic yards per year during the last 5 
years.  Recent high erosion rates during the past 2009-2010 winter season necessitated 
permitting and construction of a temporary emergency revetment to protect residential 
structures and septic systems. 

Shoreline management options considered as part of the overall restoration strategy 
include: 

• Managed retreat, wherein residential structures and other facilities that are 
damaged or endangered by continuing erosion are relocated or abandoned; 

• Construct a structure, such as a seawall or revetment, to limit the continuing 
damage or threat of damage; or 

• Initiate a program of periodic beach nourishment to provide the desired level 
of protection, perhaps in conjunction with dune habitat restoration and hard 
structures either onshore or offshore.  Any nourishment activities at Broad 
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Beach would also benefit Zuma Beach and shorelines further east, at no cost 
to the public. 

The results of a preliminary screening analysis identified three alternatives as viable 
candidates for the long term restoration of Broad Beach: 

Alternative 1 - Beach Nourishment and Dune Restoration with Buried Temporary 
Revetment 
This alternative will form the primary focus of the analysis moving forward based 
on the fact that the emergency revetment has already been permitted (on an 
emergency basis) and placed.   
Alternative 2 – Beach Nourishment and Dune Restoration with Buried Long-Term 
Revetment 
The emergency revetment that was constructed this past winter was designed 
with the intent that it could be augmented in the future with one or two outer 
layers of properly sized armor stone to represent a more permanent and stable 
design.  While it is acknowledged that the revetment is intended to remain buried 
within the maintained beach nourishment, there may be occasions in the future 
when a major storm or series of storms hit at a time when there is sufficient 
surplus of sand on the beach to protect property.    
Alternative 3 – Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 Augmented with Sand Retention 
Reefs  
This alternative will continue to be analyzed in an effort to reduce future beach 
nourishment requirements, enhance the nearshore environment and provide 
improved surfing conditions.  It will be considered as a stand-alone project that 
could be added on to any of the other beach nourishment alternatives.  Based on 
our interactions with the regulatory agencies during the permitting of the 
emergency revetment, we understand that this option would not be “totally off the 
table,” but it would require extensive studies and a very compelling argument to 
be permitted. 

Next steps include initiating a sand search to identify viable sources of sand for beach 
nourishment, followed by the appropriate sampling and testing programs to verify 
acceptability and compatibility.  This effort will be followed by preliminary planning and 
engineering of sufficient scope and effort for the environmental review, entitlement and 
permit process. 
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These vertical wall structures will, in most cases, transmit hydrodynamic forces 
produced by waves to the soil behind them.  The soil must therefore be compacted 
and retained.  Most seawall and bulkhead failures in Southern California have 
occurred because the backfill material was lost and the wall failed in shear or inward 
bending moments.  Seawall failures are less likely to occur when the backfill is 
properly placed, compacted and retained. 

5.1.3 Beach Nourishment 

Beach nourishment is a proven method to stabilize or advance a shoreline against 
erosion and protect threatened upland areas and is often called the “soft solution” 
because it retains the environmental, recreational, and aesthetic aspects of the beach, 
without hard structures.  Beach nourishment projects constructed with larger volumes 
and coarser materials tend to remain on the upper portion of the beach for longer time 
periods.  Smaller and finer-grained projects tend to disperse more rapidly and remain 
on the upper beach for a shorter time period.  The advantages of beach nourishment 
are inherent in the “soft solution” description.  The beach remains as a recreational 
and environmental amenity to the site.  Nourishment allows the beach to adjust to 
different wave conditions and natural seasonal variation.  It can also be a very 
economical solution if there is a readily available source of sand from an inland 
location or if there is a local offshore sand source.  The general disadvantage of beach 
nourishment is that the beach remains vulnerable to very large storms and it requires 
periodic maintenance to stabilize or advance the shoreline position.  If the shoreline is 
advanced seaward, there is a practical upper limit to the size and shape of the 
shoreline change.   

5.1.4 Beach Nourishment Augmented with Sand Retention Structures 

Sand retention structures can be a highly effective tactic to complement to beach 
nourishment project.  Sand retention structures have the potential to increase the cost 
effectiveness of beach replenishment activities, and can provide increased habitat 
value.  Sand retention structures mimic natural shoreline sand retention features in two 
distinct ways, based on their orientation relative to the shoreline, as well as the 
“mechanism” and direction of the sediment transport that they are intended to 
influence.  Shore-normal structures are “sand-blocking structures,” and include groins 
and jetties.  The primary influence of these shore-normal structures on the shoreline is 
to interrupt longshore sediment transport.  Shore-parallel structures are “wave-
blocking structures,” and include breakwaters and artificial reefs.  The primary 
influence of shore-parallel structures is to reduce the incoming wave energy and 
therefore locally reduce the alongshore transport of sediment. 

Groins 

Groins are long, narrow structures placed approximately perpendicular to the shoreline 
to widen a beach by trapping littoral drift.  The widened beach can then serve both 
shore protection and recreational functions.  Groins and groin fields have been used 
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successfully to retain sand throughout the world and are recognized coastal 
engineering structures.  The groins that stabilize Will Rogers State Beach in Santa 
Monica are a good example of successful application of groins for sand retention (see 
Photo 5-1).  

 

Photo 5-1.  Effective Sand Retention Groins at Will Rogers State Beach 

Conversely, if not applied properly, groins have also been the primary cause of 
numerous cases of beach erosion.  The accumulation of material (accretion) on the 
updrift side is accompanied by a corresponding amount of erosion on the downdrift 
side of the groin.  The impacts of this imbalance can be moderated through proper 
design, pre-filling the compartments with sand, sand bypassing, and/or the use of a 
series of smaller groins – a groin field.  Groins are typically used in sandy beach areas 
with steep incident wave angles and deep offshore contours.  They are also used to 
stabilize points of land where there are complex currents and hydrodynamics.  Groins 
may also be constructed with a “T” on the seaward end to control cross-shore 
transport.   
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Artificial Reefs 

Artificial reefs are typically utilized in projects to reduce or modify wave energy 
reaching the shoreline.  Reduction or modification of incident wave energy along a 
beach is intended to reduce the rate of sand movement and cause its deposition and 
retention.  Artificial reefs may provide the multiple benefits of sand retention, 
nearshore hard-bottom habitat area, and improved surfing conditions.  They can either 
be used individually to generate the desired benefit, or used as a group with individual 
reefs spaced at regular intervals to allow some wave energy to penetrate to the shore. 
Such structures may be low-crested (submerged) to allow some measure of wave 
overtopping, or high-crested to reduce or minimize wave overtopping.  The appropriate 
size, type, and crest elevation of a reef for a particular application is depended on the 
incident wave energy, tide range, bottom conditions, and the desired modification of 
the wave height and shape.  Two examples of submerged Southern California reefs 
that retain sand are shown in Photo 5-2 and Photo 5-3. 

.  

Photo 5-2.  Nearshore Reef Retaining Sand at Topanga Creek Mouth 

Recent advances have been accomplished in creating artificial surfing reefs, and they 
have been installed in other countries, such as Australia and New Zealand, with only 
one installed in the U.S.  These features are documented to provide improved surfing 
while retaining a wider beach in their lee (Jackson and Corbett 2007).  International 
examples provide useful information and can serve as possible prototypes for reefs in 
the U.S., given certain caveats.  The one example of a reef installed in the U.S. was 
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Pratte’s Reef in El Segundo built as mitigation for impacts to surfing from beach 
modification at the Chevron Refinery.  The reef did not perform to expectations 
because it is considered to small in surface area, and too low in crest elevation to 
significantly affect wave energy at that site (Borrero 2004).   
 

 
Photo 5-3.  Natural Sand Retention Reef at San Mateo Creek Mouth (Trestles) 

Surf reef concepts date back to the 1970’s when reef pioneer James “Kimo” Walker 
developed design parameters for engineering (Walker 1974).  The basic concept is a 
triangle or chevron-shaped feature in planform installed on the seafloor with the apex 
pointing offshore.  This concept has evolved over time and for different applications, 
but still retains the same basic concept design approach.  Depending on the purpose 
of the reef and the conditions at the site, the crest elevation of the structure can vary 
significantly.  The range of scenarios is from emergent (most of the reef is permanently 
above water), to a combination of emergent and submergent (varying in area of 
exposure depending on water levels), to submerged (permanently under water).   
Each reef type generates slightly different effects, and can therefore serve a different 
function as described below. 
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Figure 5-1.  Early Artificial Surf Reef Concept Developed (Walker, 1974) 
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For purposes of shore protection and/or sand retention, emergent reef crests are 
considered most effective at blocking/dissipating incident wave energy.  The relatively 
large average tidal range in California compared to other coastal areas (approximately 
5.5 feet) necessitates that crest elevations are relatively high to function at high spring 
tides (Ron Flick, Personal Communication, 2008).  Such concepts can also serve the 
dual purpose of providing a surfing opportunity if the offshore slope of the structure is 
sufficiently flat to allow surfers to “take off” on the wave far enough off the reef to 
safely ride along its perimeter.   

Emergent/submergent reefs can also effectively dissipate wave energy if a large area 
of the reef remains exposed during high spring tides, while the majority of the structure 
is submerged.  Wave dissipation can still be significant if the footprint of the reef is 
large and the crest is high (shallow below water when submerged).  The seaward 
slope and surface of the structure have to sufficiently flat for surfers to ride over and 
along depending on the tide.  One example of an existing natural surf site in the 
vicinity with this type of condition is Secos Reef at Leo Carrillo State Beach.  This type 
of concept is recommended for consideration at Broad Beach due to its effectiveness, 
while retaining aesthetics and providing for recreational surfing.   
Submerged reefs are less effective at wave dissipation and sand retention than higher 
reefs due to the higher amount of wave energy passing the structure and reaching 
shore during certain tides.  Submerged structures can function effectively if they are 
very large in planform, and connect to shore similar to surf sites such as Trestles, 
Malibu Point, and Topanga Point.  Each site functions as a submerged reef that 
refracts waves and retains a beach in its lee, but their footprints are very large 
requiring correspondingly large quantities for construction.  Examples of submerged 
reefs that have been determined to be successful are Narrowneck Reef and Cables 
Reef in Australia.  Literature addressing the success of these reefs is available from 
their designers at the following website: http://thereefjournal.com/.  
 
A submerged reef is being considered at Solana Beach, CA.  The City is partnering 
with the federal government to study, design, and install a submerged reef at the 
Fletcher Cove site to retain sand and create a wider beach.  A link to information about 
the project is: http://www.ci.solana-beach.ca.us/csite/cms/339.htm.  According to the website, 
the Fletcher Cove Submerged Reef is based on the multi-purpose conceptual reef 
planned for Ventura County (Oil piers Reef).  In November 2009, the City completed 
the conceptual engineering design study for the submerged reef.  Conceptual reef 
designs and analyses have been completed. The draft report will be available on the 
City's website for public review some time in 2010, and an advance copy was provided 
by the USACE (Everest International Consultants.  2009). Funding commitments for 
future phases of the project are being pursued to support the initiation of necessary 
environmental review, design and permitting activities. 
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5.2 Preliminary Screening of Alternatives 

A broad range of preliminary alternatives were identified in an earlier study as part of 
an initial planning step of this study.  These preliminary alternatives were developed to 
provide the TPOA with a comparison of the order-of-magnitude costs, feasibility of 
entitlement and permitting, and performance of the designs against each other on a 
relative basis.  Planning parameters such as sediment transport rates, renourishment 
intervals, and renourishment quantities were assumed based on previously published 
data.  The preliminary screening alternatives are recapped below.  Note that this 
preliminary screening of alternatives was conducted prior to the emergency shore 
protection project (reference Section 2.3 of this report) constructed in the Winter of 
2009/2010. 

5.2.1 No Project Alternative  

The No Project Alternative would result in no action to restore beach conditions at 
Broad Beach. The temporary sand bag protection measures in place would be 
removed due to emergency permit restrictions and/or fail due to their temporary nature 
and lack of effectiveness.  Removal and/or failure of these sandbags would again 
subject the properties to erosion and increase the risk of storm damage and loss of 
property.  The existing septic systems and portions of the most seaward homes would 
continue to be at risk of being damaged or lost in any single large storm event, and will 
likely be impacted by normal waves and tides within 2 to 5 years.  Although no cost 
was assigned to this alternative, a very high cost will be paid in the future if erosion 
continues unabated toward the homes or if the erosion causes a failure of a septic 
system, resulting in a sewage spill. 

5.2.2 Revetment Alternative  

Alternative 2 was a “revetment only” option in the preliminary screening analysis.  This 
alternative is a viable consideration for long term shore protection. 

5.2.3 Seawall Alternative  

Alternative 3 was a “seawall only” option in the preliminary screening analysis.  This 
alternative is also considered viable for long term shore protection.  Currently the 
California Coastal Commission encourages that shoreline protective devices, when 
necessary, minimize their “footprint” on the beach.  Seawalls fall into this category, but 
have construction costs significantly greater than rock revetment.   

5.2.4 Beach Nourishment and Dune Restoration Alternative  

Alternative 4 called for the placement of 520,000 cubic yards (cy) of sand for beach 
nourishment and dune restoration.  The dune restoration area would be 30 feet wide 
and would be elevated to maximum height of +20 feet MLLW. T he dune area would 
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be planted with native species and would provide a privacy buffer for TPOA homes. 
The beach restoration design included a public access berm above MHHW.  The 
renourishment volume recommended for this alternative was 260,000 cy with a target 
renourishment scheduled when 50% of the initial placement volume is lost.  The 
frequency of the renourishment was based on the estimated annual sand losses, and 
varied from 2 to 15 years. 

5.2.5 Beach Nourishment and Dune Restoration and Buried Revetment  

Alternative 5 had the same nourishment and dune template as Alternative 4, but 
added less sand in the initial and subsequent nourishment projects due to the space 
required for the revetment.  The alternative included a 6,200 foot revetment that was 
be buried by native dune habitat in the dune restoration area.  Recommended 
renourishment volume was 300,000 cy with a target renourishment when 75% of the 
initial placement volume is lost.  This delayed nourishment is a result of the additional 
storm protection that the revetment provides over the nourishment-only alternative.  
The frequency of the renourishment was based on the estimated annual sand losses, 
and varied from 5 to 14 years. 

5.2.6 Beach Nourishment and Dune Restoration with Groins 

Alternative 6 added 520,000 cy of sand for beach nourishment / dune restoration and 
planned for the construction of five shore-perpendicular groins.  The proposed groins 
averaged 350 feet long with a 1,100 foot spacing.  Recommended renourishment 
volume was 260,000 cy with a target renourishment when 50% of the initial placement 
is lost. 

Similar to Alternative 5, this alternative can be considered in conjunction with a buried 
revetment, with the same cost and benefit considerations. 

5.2.7 Beach Nourishment and Dune Restoration with Sand Retention Reefs 

Alternative 7 added 520,000 cy of sand for beach nourishment / dune restoration and 
the construction of five nearshore sand retention reefs.  Each reef would be 500 feet 
long and they would be equally spaced along the shoreline to retain sand on the 
beach, provide nearshore habitat and improve surfing conditions.  The recommended 
renourishment volume was 260,000 cy with a target renourishment when 50% of the 
initial placement is lost. 

Similar to Alternative 5, this alternative can be considered in conjunction with a buried 
revetment, with the same cost and benefit considerations. 

5.3 Recommended Alternatives for Further Analysis 

The preliminary screening alternatives were reviewed with the TPOA and in informal 
discussions with resource agencies.  Key results of this effort are summarized below: 
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• Shore protective devices alone (seawall or revetment) are viable long term 
solutions, but would most likely need to be relocated significantly farther 
landward, to the maximum extent practicable.  Protection of the existing 
dune system was considered of insufficient importance to warrant their 
protection via hard shore protection.  Some form of compensatory mitigation 
would also most likely be required for the impact on the beach area.  Any 
shore protective device located seaward of the mean high tide line (yet to be 
established) would also trigger lease agreement and lease payment issues 
with the California State Lands Commission. 

• Preliminary interactions with the regulatory agencies indicated that a groin 
field would not be a viable option moving forward, and it will not be further 
considered. 

As a result of these discussions, the shore protection only (revetment or seawall) and 
sand retention with groins alternatives were eliminated for the list of viable alternatives 
warranting further analysis. 

Three alternatives were identified as viable candidates for the long term restoration of 
Broad Beach: 

Alternative 1 - Beach Nourishment and Dune Restoration with Buried Temporary 
Revetment 

This alternative will form the primary focus of the analysis moving forward based on 
the fact that the emergency revetment has already been permitted and placed.  The 
design options to be considered for this option will focus on adding the revetment 
armor layer or not (Alternative 2), as well as the initial and subsequent nourishment 
volumes and intervals. 

The plan view and representative cross section drawings for Alternative 1 are shown in 
Figure 5-2a/b and Figure 5-3, respectively. 

Alternative 2 – Beach Nourishment and Dune Restoration with Buried Long-Term 
Revetment 

The emergency revetment that was constructed this past winter was designed with the 
intent that it could be augmented in the future with one or two outer layers of properly 
sized armor stone (4 ton average) to represent a more permanent and stable design.  
While it is acknowledged that the revetment is intended to remain buried within the 
maintained beach nourishment, there may be occasions in the future when a major 
storm or series of storms hit at a time when there is sufficient surplus of sand on the 
beach to protect property.  Since these beach nourishment alternatives include TPOA 
be funding the beach nourishment project on an ongoing basis, and the fact that the 
beach nourishment program provides a major public benefit to downdrift beaches such 
as Zuma Beach, it appears to be a more than fair tradeoff to allow the TPOA to 
augment their buried shore protection to a more substantial and reliable design. 
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The plan view and representative cross section drawings for Alternative 2 are shown in 
Figure 5-4/b and Figure 5-5, respectively. 

Alternative 3 – Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 Augmented with Sand Retention 
Reefs 

This alternative will be continued to be analyzed in an effort to reduce future beach 
nourishment requirements, enhance the nearshore environment and provide improved 
surfing conditions.  It will be considered as a stand-alone project that could be added 
on to any of the other beach nourishment alternatives.  Based on our interactions with 
the regulatory agencies during the permitting of the emergency revetment, we 
understand that this option would not be “totally off the table,” but it would require 
extensive studies and a very compelling argument to be permitted. 

It should be noted that findings of some initial economic analyses of beach 
nourishment conducted in the preliminary screening analysis indicated that sand 
retention measures would become economically viable for sediment transport rates in 
excess of 200,000 cubic yards per year.  The present estimates of sediment transport 
as described in Section 4 are approximately 25% of that rate.  However, sand 
retention may still have merits for the long term by providing reduced renourishment 
requirements, nearshore habitat, and improved surfing conditions.   

Given the potential variation in actual transport rates, the perceived difficulties in 
permitting, and the high initial costs, we would recommend waiting to consider the 
sand retention reefs until actual, monitored data is obtained from either Alternative 1 or 
2. 

The plan view and representative cross section drawings for Alternative 3 are shown in 
Figure 5-6/b and Figure 5-7, respectively. 

Further description of each alternative appears in the Section 6 – Basis of Design. 
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Figure 5-6a.   Alternative 3 - Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 Augmented with Sand Retention Reefs – Plan View
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Figure 5-6b.   Alternative 3 - Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 Augmented with Sand Retention Reefs – Plan View (continued)
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Figure 5-7.   Alternative 3 - Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 Augmented with Sand Retention Reefs – Representative Cross Section 
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• “Public Access” area is 100 feet wide at elevation +14 feet MLLW. 

• Construction template beach face slope 10:1 (H:V). 

• Initial construction template beach width increase 180 feet to 200 feet. 

• Initial nourishment volume 600,000 cubic yards. 

• Equilibrated beach width 50 feet to 100 feet wide. 

• Target renourishment when 100,000 cubic yards remaining. 

• Renourishment volume 500,000 cubic yards. 

• Time until 1st Renourishment approximately 10 Years 

6.2.3 Alternative 2 - Beach Nourishment – Armored Revetment 

• Emergency revetment armored with 3 to 5 ton stone; extend and deepen 
revetment toe. 

• Dune height +20 feet MLLW – may interfere with ground floor views of the 
ocean – final grading to vary height along properties. 

• Dune width is 50 feet 

• Dune to be planted with native species and provide a privacy buffer. 

• “Public Access” area is 100 feet wide at elevation +14 feet MLLW. 

• Construction template beach face slope 10:1 (H:V). 

• Initial construction template beach width increase 180 feet to 200 feet. 

• Initial nourishment volume 600,000 cubic yards. 

• Renourishment volume 300,000 cubic yards. 

• Equilibrated beach width 50 feet to 100 feet wide. 

• Time until 1st Renourishment – 10 Years.  (Note that having more robust 
last line of defense may allow this interval to be increased relative to the 
emergency revetment only case.) 

6.2.4 Alternative 3 - Beach Nourishment – Emergency Revetment – Sand Retention Reefs 

• Add sand retention reefs; assume five reefs at 500 feet wide each. 

• Assume reefs can be designed to reduce the sediment transport by 50% or 
more.  (Note: The design of sand retention reefs is extremely complex and 
site-specific and is beyond the scope of the present analysis.  We have 
assumed a quantity of rock and design sediment retention goal for 
comparative purposes only.) 
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6.3 Alternatives Evaluation 

Table 6-1 provides a summary of the considerations and evaluation criteria for each of 
the alternatives.  We believe that the TPOA should focus on completing Alternative 2, 
with a “base project” that consists of adding armor stone to the existing emergency 
revetment and placing 600,000 cubic yards of sand in a dune and on the beach.  The 
dune should provide improved habitat and privacy for the residents and there should be 
dedicated lateral public access.  At this point, it is anticipated that nourishment would 
not be required for at least ten years, based on the historical beach performance. This 
nourishment interval could vary based on the actual wave conditions.  

We believe that the armor stone should be added revetment to: 

• Provide a solid last line of defense. 

• Potentially allow for longer times between nourishment events. 

• Provide additional large scale storm event protection. 
Table 6-1. Broad Beach Alternative Evaluation Criteria 

Criteria 
Alternative 1. Beach 

Nourishment and Dune 
Restoration with Emergency 

Revetment 

Alternative 2. Beach 
Nourishment and Dune 

Restoration with Long-Term 
Revetment 

Alternative 3. Beach 
Nourishment with 

Revetment and Sand 
Retention Reefs 

Description 

Add 600,000 cubic yards of 
sand for beach nourishment 
and dune habitat.  The dune is 
50 feet wide at an elevation of 
+20’ MLLW and will be 
planted with native species.  
The template includes a 
dedicated public access berm 
above MHHW. 

Add 600,000 cy of sand for 
beach nourishment and dune 
habitat.  The dune is 50 feet 
wide at an elevation of +20’ 
MLLW and will be planted with 
native species.  The template 
includes a dedicated public 
access berm above MHHW.  
Add 3-5 ton armor stone to the 
existing emergency revetment. 

Add approximately 
five nearshore rock 
reefs in 10-15’ of 
water. 

 

Performance Criteria 

Property 
Protection 

Effectiveness 

Creation of a beach and dune 
would provide basic shoreline 
erosion protection if properly 
maintained by renourishment.  
The dune provides an 
emergency “reservoir” of sand 
that is out of the active profile.  
The emergency revetment 
would provide temporary 
protection from daily wave 
conditions if it were exposed. 

Creation of a beach and dune 
would provide basic shoreline 
erosion protection if properly 
maintained by renourishment.  
The dune provides an 
emergency “reservoir” of sand 
that is out of the active profile.  
The armored revetment would 
provide protection from daily 
wave and significant storm 
conditions. 

The sand retention 
reefs would increase 
the level of protection 
for the homes by 
retaining the beach 
nourishment and 
forcing the waves to 
break offshore. 
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Criteria 
Alternative 1. Beach 

Nourishment and Dune 
Restoration with Emergency 

Revetment 

Alternative 2. Beach 
Nourishment and Dune 

Restoration with Long-Term 
Revetment 

Alternative 3. Beach 
Nourishment with 

Revetment and Sand 
Retention Reefs 

Annual Loss 
Rate Variable, ~50,000 cy/yr Variable, ~50,000 cy/yr Design Goal 

10,000 – 20,000 cy/yr 

Nourishment 
Trigger 100,000 cy remaining 100,000 cy remaining. 100,000 cy remaining 

Nourishment 
Interval 10 years 10 years 25 years + 

  

Environmental Criteria 

Regulatory 
Compliance 

 

 

Medium.  The emergency 
revetment has been permitted 
on a temporary basis pending 
a full application for the larger 
project.  Nourishment will be 
required, and we assume that 
the emergency revetment will 
be allowed to remain. 

Medium.  The emergency 
revetment has been permitted 
on a temporary basis pending 
a full application for the larger 
project.  Nourishment will be 
required, and we assume that 
the emergency revetment will 
be allowed to be armored to 
make it more survivable in 
storm conditions.  Monitoring 
will be required 

Presently low. There 
would need to be 
compelling evidence 
that the sediment 
transport rates would 
make beach 
nourishment without 
sand retention.  There 
is the potential that 
this evidence could 
only be provided by 
building the 
nourishment project 
and providing 
monitoring results. 

Effects to 
Adjacent 
Shoreline 

Over time, will increase the 
width of beaches southwest of 
Broad Beach (Zuma Beach) 
through diffusion and net 
longshore transport in this 
direction. 

Over time, will increase the 
width of beaches southwest of 
Broad Beach (Zuma Beach) 
through diffusion and net 
longshore transport in this 
direction. 

Reefs may cause 
downdrift impacts if 
not properly design or 
if the beachfill volume 
is insufficient. 

 

Public 
Access  

 

Positive effect: Additional 
beach area would be 
provided, which would 
positively affect lateral and 
perpendicular beach access. 
Perpendicular access would 
be retained.  

Positive effect: Additional 
beach area would be provided, 
which would positively affect 
lateral and perpendicular 
beach access. Perpendicular 
access would be retained. 

Same effect as 
Alternatives 1 and 2.  
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Criteria 
Alternative 1. Beach 

Nourishment and Dune 
Restoration with Emergency 

Revetment 

Alternative 2. Beach 
Nourishment and Dune 

Restoration with Long-Term 
Revetment 

Alternative 3. Beach 
Nourishment with 

Revetment and Sand 
Retention Reefs 

Public Usage 
and 

Recreation 

Project construction would 
result in short-term restrictions 
to public use and recreation. 
However, the project would 
ultimately have a positive 
effect due to the creation of 
approximately 24 acres of 
additional beach area. This 
area would be dedicated 
public access that would be 
consistent laterally. 

Project construction would 
result in short-term restrictions 
to public use and recreation. 
However, the project would 
ultimately have a positive 
effect due to the creation of 
approximately 24 acres of 
additional beach area. This 
area would be dedicated 
public access that would be 
consistent laterally. 

Similar to Alternatives 
1 and 2.  Additionally, 
the reefs could be 
designed to enhance 
surfing opportunities. 

Biology 

Negative biological effects: 
• Short-term turbidity impacts 

during construction. 
• Burial of nearshore 

hardbottom habitat in the 
vicinity of Lechuza Point.  

• Revetment occupies beach 
habitat and may create an 
impassable boundary for 
some species if revetment 
is exposed. 

Positive biological effects: 
• Addition of sandy beach 

habitat for invertebrate and 
avian species.  

• Restoration of dune habitat. 

Negative biological effects: 
• Short-term turbidity impacts 

during construction. 
• Burial of nearshore 

hardbottom habitat in the 
vicinity of Lechuza Point.  

• Revetment occupies beach 
habitat and may create an 
impassable boundary for 
some species if revetment 
is exposed. 

Positive biological effects: 
• Addition of sandy beach 

habitat for invertebrate and 
avian species.  

• Restoration of dune habitat. 

The reef would 
provide valuable 
shallow-water 
hardbottom habitat 
and provide interstitial 
spaces for juvenile 
species recruitment. 

Aesthetics 

Positive effect if beach sand is 
selected with acceptable 
coloration. Dune 
establishment will restore the 
natural aesthetics of shoreline. 

Similar to Alternative 1. 
Although if uncovered, the 
seaward edge of revetment 
would be considered a 
negative aesthetic effect; it 
would be a more continuous 
visual feature than what 
presently exists. The 
remainder of the revetment 
would be covered with sand 
and planted with native dune 
habitat, which would be a 
positive aesthetic effect. 

Similar impacts as 
Alternatives 1 and 2. 
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